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Abstract

Aerosol microphysics, chemical composition, and CCN concentrations were measured
at the T0 urban supersite in Mexico City during Megacity Initiative: Local and Global
Research Observations (MILAGRO) in March 2006. The aerosol size distribution and
composition often showed strong diurnal variation associated with traffic emissions5

and aging of aerosols through coagulation and local photochemical production of sec-
ondary aerosol species. CCN concentrations (NCCN) are derived using Kohler theory
from the measured aerosol size distribution and various simplified aerosol mixing state
and chemical composition, and are compared to concurrent measurements at five su-
persaturations ranging from 0.11% to 0.35%. The influence of assumed mixing state10

on calculated NCCN is examined using both aerosols observed during MILAGRO and
representative aerosol types. The results indicate that while ambient aerosols often
consist of particles with a wide range of compositions at a given size, NCCN may be
derived within ∼20% assuming an internal mixture (i.e., particles at a given size are
mixtures of all participating species, and have the identical composition) if great ma-15

jority of particles has an overall κ (hygroscopicity parameter) value greater than 0.1.
For a non-hygroscopic particle with a diameter of 100 nm, a 3 nm coating of sulfate or
nitrate is sufficient to increase its κ from 0 to 0.1. The measurements during MILAGRO
suggest that the mixing of non-hygroscopic primary organic aerosol (POA) and black
carbon (BC) particles with photochemically produced hygroscopic species and thereby20

the increase of their κ to 0.1 take place in a few hours during daytime. This rapid
process suggests that during daytime, a few tens of kilometers away for POA and BC
sources, NCCN may be derived with sufficient accuracy by assuming an internal mixture,
and using bulk chemical composition. The rapid mixing also indicates that, at least for
very active photochemical environments such as Mexico City, a substantially shorter25

timescale during daytime for the conversion of hydrophobic POA and BC to hydrophilic
particles than the 1–2 days used in some global models. The conversion time scale is
substantially longer during night. Most POA and BC particles emitted during evening
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hours likely remain non-hygroscopic until efficiently internally mixed with secondary
species in the next morning. The results also suggest that the assumed mixing state
strongly impacts calculated NCCN only when POA and BC represent a large fraction
of the total aerosol volume. One of the implications is that while physically unrealistic,
external mixtures, which are used in many global models, may also sufficiently predict5

NCCN for aged aerosol, as the contribution of non-hygroscopic POA and BC to overall
aerosol volume is often substantially reduced due to the condensation of secondary
species.

1 Introduction

Atmospheric aerosols affect the global energy budget by scattering and absorbing sun-10

light (direct effects) and by changing the microphysical structure, lifetime, and coverage
of clouds (indirect effects). An increase in aerosol concentration would lead to smaller
cloud droplet size and higher cloud albedo, i.e., brighter clouds (Twomey, 1977). This
effect, which is known as the first indirect aerosol effect, tends to cool the global cli-
mate. The smaller cloud droplet size resulting from increased aerosol concentration15

also inhibits precipitation, leading to an increase in cloud lifetime and coverage (second
indirect aerosol effect, Albrecht, 1989). Although it is widely accepted that the indirect
effects can strongly influence the global climate, and potentially mask the warming ef-
fect due to anthropogenic CO2, the magnitudes of indirect aerosol effects are poorly
understood. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007) consid-20

ers the indirect effects of aerosols the most uncertain components in forcing of climate
change over the industrial period.

Among the key challenges in quantifying the aerosol indirect effects is to determine
the spectrum of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and its spatial and temporal varia-
tions. CCN are particles that can grow into cloud droplets at atmospherically relevant25

water supersaturations. For particles consisting of inorganic compounds, CCN activity
can be effectively predicted using Köhler theory (Köhler, 1936) based on physicochem-
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ical properties of the solute, such as its mass, molecular weight, density, and activity
coefficient. As ambient particles are often comprised of substantial amounts of organic
species (Kanakidou et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007), Köhler theory
has been extended to include the influence of organic species on surface tension (Fac-
chini et al., 1999) and their contributions as solute (Shulman et al., 1996). Laboratory5

studies have shown that CCN activities of single- and some multi-component aerosols
can be successfully described using the extended Köhler theory (Raymond and Pan-
dis 2002, 2003; Bilde and Svenningsson, 2004; Huff-Hartz et al., 2006; Svenningsson
et al., 2006). Once the size distribution, size-resolved composition, and mixing state
of aerosols are known, the CCN concentrations may be accurately predicted by ap-10

plying the extended Kohler theory. However, detailed information on composition and
mixing state is often not available or incomplete for ambient aerosols, partially due
to the limitation of current measurement techniques and the lack of routine measure-
ments. Ambient aerosols are often complex mixtures of both inorganic and organic
components, and their composition can vary substantially with particle size. In addi-15

tion, for a given size, particles may range from consisting mainly of a single species
to mixtures of multiple components with a wide spectrum of proportions. In extreme
cases, a complete and rigorous description of aerosol composition and mixing state
may require information on each individual particle, which is beyond current measure-
ment capabilities and may not be necessary for many applications. In addition, given20

the computational constraints, the representation of aerosol composition and mixing
state in large scale models (e.g., GCM and CTM) are often greatly simplified. The de-
scription of aerosol composition ranges from bulk (i.e., size independent) composition
(e.g., Ming et al., 2007), to modal and bin representations that take into consideration
the variation in chemical composition between modes or size bins (Gong et al., 2003;25

Easter et al., 2004; Textor et al., 2006). Some models consider aerosol to be an inter-
nal mixture (i.e., at any size, particles are mixtures of all participating species and have
the identical composition, this definition of internal mixture will be used throughout this
study), and many models assume an external mixture, (i.e., aerosol contains types of
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particles consisting of a single species, and the number fraction of each particle type
is determined by the aerosol composition, this definition will be used throughout this
study) (Textor et al., 2006). These two approaches represent simplifications of the
complex mixing states of ambient aerosols, but can be considered as the two extreme
scenarios of the aerosol mixing state.5

Given the limitation of current measurement techniques and the computational con-
straint in large scale models, it is important to understand the uncertainty in calculated
CCN concentration (NCCN) due to these simplified representations of aerosol mixing
state and composition. Aerosol mixing state also controls the influence of other aerosol
parameters on predicted NCCN. For example, for internally mixed aerosols, the impact10

of organics on predicted NCCN is often substantially reduced as the CCN activation
is largely determined by highly-hygroscopic inorganic species (e.g. Chang et al., 2007;
Prenni et al., 2007; Wang et al, 2008). While it is generally accepted that NCCN strongly
depends on particle size distribution, currently there is no consensus on how much de-
tail on aerosol mixing state and chemical composition is needed to sufficiently predict15

NCCN. For prediction of NCCN, the applicability of either internal or external mixture,
which is widely used in global models, is expected to vary among aerosol types and
with the aging of atmospheric aerosols. Some studies suggest that NCCN is largely
determined by aerosol size distributions and the information on aerosol composition
and mixing state is of minor importance (Dusek et al., 2006; Ervens et al., 2007). CCN20

concentration was found to be predicted with sufficient accuracy assuming simplified
composition and an internal mixture in some studies (e.g. Liu et al., 1996; Cantrell et
al., 2001; Roberts et al., 2002; VanReken et al., 2003, Rissler et al., 2004; Conant et
al., 2004; Gasparini et al., 2006; Ervens et al., 2007; Chang et al., 2007; Andreae and
Rosenfeld, 2008; Wang et al., 2008; Gunthe et al., 2009; Rose et al., 2010; Shinozuka25

et al., 2009), whereas other studies suggest prediction of NCCN may require detailed
chemical composition, mixing state, and/or the properties of organics being taken into
consideration (e.g., Mircea et al., 2005; Broekhuizen et al., 2006; Mochida et al., 2006;
Stroud et al., 2007; Cubison et al., 2008; Quinn et al., 2008). Medina et al. (2007)
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find a ∼35% overprediction of NCCN for semi-urban air masses in New Hampshire
even when size-resolved aerosol composition is employed, and attribute the overpre-
diction to the assumption of an internal mixture. Sensitivity studies on measurements
at the Duke Forest site in North Carolina show calculated NCCN was highly sensitive to
the assumed aerosol mixing state, but lack of mixing state measurements preclude a5

quantitative evaluation its effect on closure (Stroud et al., 2007). A realistic treatment of
mixing state of urban aerosols is also found to be critical to eliminate significant biases
in calculated NCCN in Cubison et al. (2008). Ervens et al. (2009) study the impact of
the assumed mixing state and composition on calculated NCCN and find that detailed
chemical composition (size-resolved) and mixing state are often required for predicting10

NCCN for aerosols close to pollution sources. Within a few tens of kilometers downwind
of emission sources, NCCN could be reproduced within a factor 2 by assuming either
externally or internally mixed, hygroscopic organics.

In this study, the influences of aerosol mixing state and size-resolved chemical com-
position on predicted NCCN and the variations of the influences with aerosol aging are15

examined using data collected at an urban site during the Megacity Initiative: Local
and Global Research Observations (MILAGRO) study. CCN concentrations are cal-
culated from the measured aerosol size distributions and various simplified scenarios
of aerosol mixing state and chemical composition using Kohler theory. The calculated
NCCN are then compared to concurrent measurements at five supersaturations ranging20

from 0.11% to 0.35%. The closure agreement between measurement and calcula-
tion based on various simplifications and the variation of the closure agreement with
the aging of the aerosol are examined. The influence of assumed mixing state on
predicted NCCN is studied using both aerosols observed during MILAGRO and repre-
sentative aerosol types. The implication of the results on simplified representations of25

aerosol for sufficiently predicting NCCN and cloud microphysics in large scale models
are discussed.
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2 Measurements

2.1 Location

The data used here were collected during the MILAGRO study (Molina et al., 2010)
at the T0 supersite, which was located at the Instituto Mexicano del Petroleo (IMP,
19◦29′23′′ N, 99◦08′55′′ W, 2240 m altitude, ∼780 mbar ambient pressure), 9 km NNE5

of the center of Mexico City, near a combination of residential, commercial and light
industrial areas. The closest street with significant road traffic was 200 m from the
site. Data presented in this study include aerosol size distribution, CCN spectra, mix-
ing state, and chemical composition, all of which were measured from the top of a
building, ∼28 m above ground level, from 10 to 31 March 2006. Except for measured10

and calculated NCCN, which are reported at standard temperature and pressure (STP,
1013.25 hpa and 273.15 K), all other measurements are reported at local ambient pres-
sure and temperature conditions. Local time (UTC minus 6 h) is used throughout this
study. The individual measurements and instruments are described in the following
sections.15

2.2 Aerosol size distribution

Aerosol size distribution was measured by a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS)
(Wang et al., 2003). The major components of the SMPS are a cylindrical Differen-
tial Mobility Analyzer (Model 3081, TSI Inc., Minneapolis, MN) and a Condensation
Particle Counter (Model 3010, TSI Inc., Minneapolis, MN). Aerosol size distribution20

ranging from 15 nm to ∼560 nm was measured with a temporal resolution of 2 min.
The relative humidity (RH) of the SMPS sample flow was always below 30% during
MILAGRO, and was below 25% for vast majority of the size distribution measurements,
suggesting sampled aerosol particles were effectively dry. The SMPS was calibrated
using polystyrene latex standards. Data from the SMPS were reduced using the data25

inversion procedure described by Collins et al. (2002).
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2.3 CCN concentrations

CCN concentrations were measured by a CCN counter (Droplet Measurement Tech-
nologies, Boulder, CO; Roberts and Nenes, 2005). Prior to MILAGRO, the DMT CCN
counter was calibrated at the T0 site using ammonium sulfate, with sample temperature
(measured at the first temperature control stage) of 27.6 ◦C, a flow rate of 0.3 L min−1,5

and longitudinal temperature gradients of 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 10.0, 12.0 ◦C. Based on this
calibration, the supersaturations (S) derived from Kohler theory using a constant van’t
Hoff factor of 2.5 are 0.11%, 0.17%, 0.22%, 0.29%, and 0.35% for the five tempera-
ture gradients. This supersaturation range of 0.11–0.35% is within the typical range of
climatically important marine stratocumulus clouds. During MILAGRO, the flow rates10

were maintained the same as during the calibration, and the temperature gradient was
stepped through the 5 values every 36 min (i.e., measurements of NCCN at all 5 su-
persaturations every 36 min). Measurements made before temperatures had stabilized
following changes of the temperature gradient are excluded from analysis. As the
calibration was carried out at the T0 site (i.e. at the same sampling pressure), pres-15

sure correction for instrument supersaturations is not necessary. During MILAGRO,
the CCN sample temperature varied from 24 to 32 ◦C, i.e., 4 ◦C below and above the
sample temperature during the calibration. Such variation in sample temperature leads
to an uncertainty of ∼6% (relative) in instrument supersaturation (Rose et al., 2008),
which is well within the uncertainty of calibrations. Therefore, the small influence of20

sample temperature on instrument supersaturation is neglected in our analysis.

2.4 Aerosol hygroscopic growth factor distribution and mixing state

The size-resolved aerosol hygroscopicity, from which aerosol mixing state is inferred,
was measured by a Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer (TDMA) system (Gasparini
et al., 2004). In the TDMA, the classifying voltage of the first DMA is held constant25

to select a monodisperse aerosol of dry diameter D∗
p. This monodisperse aerosol is

then exposed to an actively controlled RH of 85%, and the size distribution of the
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humidified aerosol is measured by the second DMA, in which the classifying voltage
is scanned, and a downstream condensation particle counter (CPC). The response of
the aerosol to increased RH is quantified by the hygroscopic growth factor, which is
defined as the ratio of the diameter of a particle at an elevated RH (i.e., 85% in this
study) to its dry diameter D∗

p (RH<20%). The aerosol mixing state is inferred from the5

growth factor distribution as discussed below. Hygroscopic growth factor distributions
were measured at 7 dry diameters (12, 25, 50, 100, 200, 300, and 400 nm). The
measurements at all 7 dry diameters required approximately 40 min to complete. The
TDMA was coupled to a specialized CCN instrument during much of the MILAGRO
campaign. Consequently, of the 941 measurement sequences completed during the10

study, only 387 were the ambient aerosol measurements used in this analysis.

2.5 Aerosol chemical composition

An Aerodyne high-resolution aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-AMS; DeCarlo et al.,
2006; Canagaratna et al., 2007) was also deployed at T0, and reported the composition
(bulk and size resolved) for non-refractory submicron particles. The HR-AMS reported15

size distribution for chemical species vs. vacuum aerodynamic diameter (Dva; DeCarlo
et al., 2004), from which volume equivalent diameter (Dve) was estimated assuming
sphericity and using the estimated size-resolved density (as discussed below). The
instrumental intercomparisons and main results of the HR-AMS in this study have been
reported in previous publications (Aiken et al., 2008, 2009a, b; Paredes-Miranda et al.,20

2009; Huffman et al., 2009; Salcedo et al., 2010; Cappa and Jimenez, 2010).
The AMS reported non-refractory inorganic species (sulfate, nitrate, ammonium,

and chloride) as well as total organic aerosol (OA). The OA measured by the AMS
was classified into different components using Positive Matrix Factorization (Paatero,
1997; Ulbrich et al., 2009) of the high-resolution OA spectra, as described by Aiken et25

al. (2009a). For the purposes of the CCN analyses in this paper the size-resolved OA
was classified into two factors. The first factor is hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol
(HOA) which is considered a surrogate of primary OA (POA) from urban combus-
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tion sources. The size distribution of HOA was calculated from the estimated size-
distribution of the C4H+

9 fragment which is generally dominated by HOA (Aiken et al.,
2009a; Zhang et al., 2005a). The size distribution of the second OA factor was esti-
mated as the difference between those of total OA and HOA. The second OA factor
consists mainly of oxygenated organic aerosols (OOA), a surrogate for secondary OA,5

and biomass burning organic aerosols (BBOA) (Aiken et al., 2009a). This second
factor is referred to as O+BBOA in this study. Classification of the size-resolved OA
into more factors is limited by the limited signal-to-noise of the size-resolved data. In
addition, previous studies show BBOA and SOA have similar hygroscopicity (King et
al., 2007; Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007; Vestin et al., 2007; Andreae and Rosen-10

feld, 2008; Carrico et al., 2008; Asa-Awuku et al., 2009; King et al., 2009; Gunthe
et al., 2009), therefore we do not expect that grouping OOA and BBOA together will
introduce substantial biases in calculated NCCN.

Black carbon (BC) mass concentration was estimated from measured light absorp-
tion using a seven-channel aethalometer at T0 during MILAGRO (Marley et al., 2009),15

which compared well with collocated instruments (Paredes-Miranda et al., 2009). The
cut size for the sampling line was 2 µm. Black carbon is a strongly absorbing com-
ponent whose light absorption coefficient is relatively constant over a broad spectral
region. The mass concentration of BC is derived from absorption measurements at
880 nm and 950 nm, at which aerosol absorption is dominated by BC (Marley et al.,20

2009). The BC size distribution was estimated from the size distribution of HOA and
then normalized to the bulk BC mass (Zhang et al., 2005b; Cubison et al., 2008).

3 Data overview: diurnal variation of aerosols observed at T0 during MILAGRO

Strong diurnal variations in aerosol properties were observed at the T0 site during
MILAGRO. Aerosol size distribution, mass concentration of aerosol species, hygro-25

scopic growth factor distribution for particles with dry diameter of 100 nm, and CCN
concentration (NCCN) at 0.22% supersaturation are averaged for the weekdays during
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MILAGRO, and their diurnal variations are shown in Fig. 1a, b, c, and d (all data pre-
sented in this study are from weekdays during MILAGRO, when clear diurnal cycles
of aerosol properties were observed). The distributions of hygroscopic growth factor
exhibit similar diurnal variations for particles with initial dry diameters of 50, 100, and
200 nm, which encompass the typical range of particle critical activation diameter (Dpc,5

the minimum diameter of CCN at a given supersaturation) at the 5 sampled supersatu-
rations. From 06:00 to 08:00, high concentrations of Aitken mode particles were often
observed, which are associated with fresh traffic emission during morning hours. This
is consistent with elevated concentrations of BC and HOA. The distribution of parti-
cle hygroscopic growth factor is bimodal, with the dominant peak at Dp/D

∗
p = 1. This10

suggests that non-hygroscopic BC and POA from traffic emissions represent a large
fraction of the Aitken mode particles, and are externally mixed with particles containing
hygroscopic species, which represent the second mode of growth factor at ∼1.5. Start-
ing from ∼07:30 a.m., substantial increases in nitrate and O+BBOA concentrations
were observed, and are attributed to photochemical productions of nitrate and SOA15

(Sunrise ranged from 06:32 to 06:49 during MILAGRO in Mexico City), as described
for Mexico City in multiple recent publications (e.g. Salcedo et al., 2006; Volkamer et
al., 2006; Paredes-Miranda et al., 2009; Dzepina et al., 2009; Cross et al., 2009). The
elevated concentration of nitrate, a highly hygroscopic species, is likely the main reason
for the increased NCCN (Fig. 1d). Within a few hours from 09:00 to 12:00, the dominant20

non-hygroscopic mode disappeared, and the distribution of hygroscopic growth factor
changed from bimodal to unimodal, suggesting non-hygroscopic HOA and BC particles
were quickly coated by secondary hygroscopic species, including nitrate and SOA. The
disappearance of the non-hygroscopic HOA and BC particles was also partially due to
the dilution by the rapidly rising boundary layer. The unimodal distribution of growth fac-25

tor is quite broad, suggesting particles with a wide spectrum of compositions. Starting
from ∼18:00, increases in Aitken mode particle number concentration, BC and HOA
mass concentration were again observed, and are associated with evening traffic emis-
sions. These evening increases were less pronounced compared to those observed
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in morning hours, likely due to somewhat lower emission rates and slightly more mix-
ing in the evening (Velasco et al., 2009). As expected, the growth factor distribution
indicates non-hygroscopic BC and HOA were externally mixed with other species dur-
ing the evening hours. A large fraction of the BC and HOA remained externally mixed
through the night, because coagulation, the main mechanism to mix BC and HOA with5

other hygroscopic species in the absence of photochemistry, is less effective than the
condensation of secondary hygroscopic species during daytime (Riemer et al., 2004).
Consistent conclusions have been reached from the analysis of single-particle mass
spectrometry data from MILAGRO (Cross et al., 2009).

4 Methods10

4.1 Derivation of chemical composition and mixing state from measurements

Aerosol chemical composition, required to calculate NCCN at the five supersatura-
tions, is derived from the AMS and aethalometer measurements using the following
approach. In this study, the aerosol species considered include SO2−

4 , NO−
3 , NH+

4 ,
HOA, O+BBOA, and BC. Soil and Cl− are neglected as they had negligible (less than15

5% by mass combined, Aiken et al., 2009a) contribution to particles ranging from 50 to
200 nm, the typical range of the Dpc at the five measured supersaturations. SO2−

4
and NO−

3 were fully neutralized during MILAGRO (Aiken et al., 2009). Therefore,
aerosols are assumed to consist of five species: (NH4)2SO4, NH4NO3, BC, HOA,
and O+BBOA. AMS and aethalometer measurements are averaged into 1-hr inter-20

vals to increase signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This averaging is especially necessary for
size resolved mass concentrations from AMS because of the limited SNR arising from
the low duty cycle during size-resolved measurements. At each size, species volume
fractions, required to calculate overall hygroscopicity of multi-component particles, are
derived from mass concentrations and densities of participating species. The den-25

sities of (NH4)2SO4 and NH4NO3 are assumed to be 1770 kg m−3 and 1730 kg m−3,
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respectively. A density of 1770 kg m−3 is used for BC (Park et al., 2004). Organics are
assumed to have a density of 1250 kg m−3, which is within the typical range of previ-
ous measurements (Turpin and Lim, 2001; Cross et al., 2007; Malloy et al., 2009). In
derivation of size-resolved composition and NCCN, the particle vacuum aerodynamic
diameter (Dva, measured by AMS) and particle mobility diameter (Dm, measured by5

SMPS) are converted to particle volume equivalent diameter (Dve) assuming spheri-
cal particles (For spherical particles, both Dm and Dve are equal to particle geometric
diameter). This assumption is reasonable except for freshly emitted, externally mixed
BC particles, which are non-spherical aggregates of individual spherules produced by
combustion. For fresh BC particles, the assumption of spherical particles leads to10

overestimate of Dve from Dm and underestimate of Dve from Dva (DeCarlo et al., 2004).
Without the information on BC morphology and its variation with particle size and time,
it is difficult to estimate the influence of this assumption on calculated NCCN. To ex-
amine the importance of the mixing state and the chemical composition, five different
assumptions are applied to calculate NCCN at the five supersaturations.15

Assumption 1: internal mixture with size independent (i.e., bulk) composition
(I-B)

In this assumption, sub-micrometer particles are treated as internal mixtures, and all
particles have the identical (i.e., average) chemical composition for the entire sub-
micrometer size range. The average composition is derived from bulk mass concen-20

tration of species measured by the AMS and aethalometer.

Assumption 2: size resolved composition with internal mixture at each size (I-S)

At each particle size, the aerosol is considered internally mixed and particles have the
identical composition; however the particle composition (i.e., species volume fractions),
and therefore the overall hygroscopicity of particles, vary across the sub-micrometer25

size range. The particle composition at each size is derived from mass size distribution
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of the five species described earlier.

Assumption 3: size resolved chemical composition with sulfate, nitrate,
O+BBOA internally mixed at each size, and BC and HOA externally mixed at
each size (EI-S)

At each particle size, (NH4)2SO4, NH4NO3, and O+BBOA are internally mixed, while5

HOA and BC are externally mixed. In this assumption, there are three distinct types of
particles at any given size: BC particles, HOA particles, and secondary-dominated par-
ticles (internal mixtures of (NH4)2SO4, NH4NO3, and O+BBOA). As detailed later, HOA
and BC are assumed to be non-hygroscopic, therefore only the mixture consisting of
(NH4)2SO4, NH4NO3, and O+BBOA can serve as CCN under the measured supersat-10

uration. The composition of the internally mixed particle varies with particle size, and is
derived from mass size distributions. At each particle size, the number concentration of
the internally mixed particles is calculated as the product of total particle concentration
(i.e., measured by SMPS) and the number fraction, which is derived as the sum of the
volume fractions of (NH4)2SO4, NH4NO3, and O+BBOOA. (The average size-resolved15

composition during MILAGRO is shown in Fig. 2b–c of Aiken et al., 2009a).

Assumption 4: external mixture with size dependent composition (E-S)

In this assumption, sub-micrometer aerosol species are treated as externally mixed. At
each size, there are five different types of particles, each composed of a single species.
The number concentration of each type of particles is calculated as the product of the20

total particle number concentration and the number (volume) fraction of the species.
The particle composition, and therefore the number fraction of each type of particle,
vary with particle diameter and are derived from the mass size distribution and density
of the species.
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Assumption 5: external mixture with size independent composition (E-B)

Same as assumption 4 (i.e., E-S), except that aerosol has the same (i.e. average)
composition, therefore the same number fraction of each particle type, for the entire
sub-micrometer size range. The composition is derived from the species bulk mass
concentrations. While neither this assumption nor assumption E-S is atmospherically5

realistic, they are used as the opposite extremes of the assumptions I-B and I-S, and
allow us to examine the impact of mixing state on calculated NCCN. In addition, aerosols
are often assumed to be external mixtures in global models (Textor et al., 2006).

4.2 κ-Köhler theory and calculation of CCN concentrations

In this study, the critical dry diameter that corresponds to activation at supersaturations10

inside the CCN counter was calculated using “κ-Köhler theory” (Petters and Kreiden-
weis, 2007), which employs a single parameter κ to describe the Raoult effect on CCN
activation. In κ-Köhler theory, the water vapor saturation ratio over the aqueous solu-
tion droplet S is given by:

S =
D3−D3

p

D3−D3
p (1−κ)

exp
(

4σwMw

RTρwD

)
(1)15

where D is the droplet diameter, Dp the dry diameter of the particle, Mw the molecular
weight of water, σw the surface tension of pure water, ρw the density of water, R the gas
constant, T the absolute temperature. For particles comprised of multiple components,
the value of κ is given by a simple mixing rule (Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007):

κ =
∑
i

xiκi (2)20
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where x is the volume fraction and subscript i denotes species i . For soluble inorganic
species, such as (NH4)2SO4, NH4NO3, κi can be derived as:

κi = νi
ρiMw

ρwMi
(3)

where ρ is the density, M the molecular weight, and ν the van’t Hoff factor. The van’t
Hoff factor takes into consideration the non-idealities of water activity, and the values5

used in study are 2.5 and 1.9 for (NH4)2SO4, and NH4NO3, respectively (Clegg et al.,
1998; Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007). BC is assumed to be non-hygroscopic and with
a κ of zero. The value of κ for aerosol organics ranges from zero for insoluble species
to ∼0.25 for dicarboxylic acids often observed in SOA. In this study, HOA, representing
the primary OA (POA), is assumed to be non-hygroscopic (i.e., κ=0). O+BBOA, which10

includes mainly contributions from SOA and BBOA, is assumed to have a κ of 0.15,
which is within the typical range observed from environmental smog chamber and field
measurements (King et al., 2007; Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007; Vestin et al., 2007;
Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008; Carrico et al., 2008; Asa-Awuku et al., 2009; King et
al., 2009; Gunthe et al., 2009; Petters et al., 2009). For each assumption of aerosol15

mixing state and chemical composition, critical dry particle activation diameters (Dpc)
are derived using κ-Köhler theory for the particle types, and NCCN is then derived from
the Dpc and size distributions measured by the SMPS.

5 Results

5.1 CCN closure study and the sensitivity of calculated NCCN to assumed20

aerosol mixing state and composition

Figures 2 and 3 show the comparison of calculated and measured NCCN and its vari-
ation with local time for the five supersaturations ranging from 0.11% to 0.35%. CCN
concentrations calculated using the five assumptions are compared to measurements
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during the periods of 06:00–08:00 (i.e., morning traffic hours) and 10:00–16:00 (af-
ter substantial secondary species were produced through photochemical reactions) on
weekdays. Our analyses and discussion are focused on these two periods to contrast
the impacts of aerosol mixing state and chemical composition on calculated NCCN for
these two well-defined extremes of the composition/mixing state phase space. In ad-5

dition, high aerosol loadings during these two periods provide better signal-to-noise
ratio for the AMS size distributions. The ratio of calculated to measured NCCN is de-
rived through a bivariate least squares fit (i.e., Orthogonal distance regression) and is
shown for the two periods in Fig. 2. In addition, the ratio of calculated to measured
NCCN is also derived for each hour during weekdays and its variation from 04:00 to10

18:00 is presented in Fig. 3. From 06:00 to 08:00, the calculated NCCN is sensitive
to assumed aerosol mixing state and chemical composition, especially at the higher
supersaturations sampled. At S=0.35%, there is over a factor of 2 difference (ratio
ranging from 0.84 to 1.80) for NCCN calculated using the five different assumptions.
The bimodal hygroscopic growth distribution from the TDMA measurements suggests15

aerosol mixing state and composition during morning traffic hours are best approx-
imated by assumption EI-S, in which freshly emitted hydrophobic POA and BC were
externally mixed with other hygroscopic species including nitrate, sulfate and O+BBOA,
and size resolved composition is employed. NCCN calculated using assumption EI-S
indeed agrees with the measurement very well, with the ratio of calculated to measured20

NCCN ranging from 0.96 to 1.15 for the period of 06:00–08:00. Assuming aerosol to be
an internal mixture (i.e., assumption I-S, with size resolved composition) overestimates
NCCN by 29 to 45%. This is because during morning traffic hours, freshly emitted HOA
and BC particles, most of which are within the Aitken mode, do not contribute to NCCN
at the supersaturations studied. The assumption of internal mixture allows a large25

fraction of the HOA and BC particles to serve as CCN due to mixing with hygroscopic
species, and therefore leads to an overestimate of NCCN. Using the bulk (assumption
I-B) instead of the size-resolved composition results in further overestimation. AMS
measurements show aerosol volume was dominated by particles with diameter greater
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than 200 nm. The bulk composition reflected the composition of particles around 200
to 400 nm, which are greater than the Dpc at the five supersaturations. As the volume
fractions of highly hygroscopic sulfate and nitrate mostly increased with particle diam-
eter from 50 nm to 400 nm at the T0 site, using the bulk composition leads to positive
biases in volume fraction of nitrate and sulfate, and thereby κ of internally mixed par-5

ticles near Dpc, which results in an underestimate of Dpc and further overestimation of
NCCN. As Dpc increases with decreasing supersaturation, this additional overestimate
arising from using the bulk composition is less pronounced at lower supersaturations,
as bulk composition better represents the composition at the larger Dpc. The additional
overestimate can be represented by the difference in the ratio between assumptions I-10

B and I-S, which increases from 7% (i.e. 1.39–1.32) to 39% (1.80–1.41) as S increases
from 0.11 to 0.35%. Overall, the overestimate when using assumption I-B increases
from 39% to 80% when S increases from 0.11% to 0.35%.

When the aerosol is assumed to be an external mixture and size-resolved composi-
tion is used (assumption E-S), the calculated NCCN is underestimated by less than 20%15

for the five supersaturations during 06:00–08:00. It is worth noting that when NCCN is
calculated using assumption E-B, the underestimate due to the assumption of exter-
nal mixture is offset by the overestimate arising from the use of bulk concentration,
and the ratio of calculated to measured NCCN is very close to 1, ranging from 0.99 to
1.08. Overall, the impact of aerosol mixing state and composition on calculated NCCN20

decreases with decreasing supersaturation, partially because using bulk composition
introduces less bias for large Dpc at lower supersaturations. The ratio of calculated to
measured NCCN ranges from 0.84 to 1.80 at S=0.35%, and this range is reduced to
from 1.03 to 1.39 at S=0.11%.

From 08:00 to 12:00, the non-hygroscopic mode from the TDMA measurements25

quickly subsided. The distribution of hygroscopic growth changed from bimodal to
unimodal, indicating the freshly emitted HOA and BC were rapidly mixed with other
hygroscopic species. This fast transition is attributed mainly to coating of HOA and BC
particles by photochemically-produced SOA and ammonium nitrate, which show rapid
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increases in concentration during this period, together with dilution of the morning traf-
fic particles in the rapidly rising boundary layer. This is consistent with earlier mod-
eling studies that show condensation of secondary hygroscopic species is the dom-
inant pathway in converting hydrophobic BC into hydrophilic particles (Riemer et al.,
2004, 2009). The NCCN calculated using assumption I-S, which best approximates the5

observed aerosol mixing state and composition during this period, agrees with mea-
surements well for all supersaturations, and the ratio of calculated to measured NCCN
ranges from 0.89 to 1.10 for the five supersaturations. We note that the broad distribu-
tion of the unimodal growth factor distribution suggests particles with a wide range of
compositions, and the assumption of an internal mixture (i.e., identical composition at10

each particle size) is a great simplification of the actual aerosol mixing state. The impli-
cation of this simplification will be further discussed in the next section. In a few hours,
the ratios of calculated to measured NCCN using different assumptions quickly con-
verge to around unity (Fig. 3). Compared to that during morning traffic hours, the cal-
culated NCCN during 10:00–16:00 is much less sensitive to the assumption of aerosol15

mixing state and chemical composition applied. The contrast is most pronounced for
S=0.35%, when the difference among NCCN calculated using different assumptions is
reduced from over a factor 2 (i.e., ratio ranging from 0.84 to 1.8) during morning traffic
hours to ∼40% (i.e., ratio ranging from 0.88 to 1.26). There also appears to be much
less scatter in the comparison of calculated and measured NCCN during 10:00–16:00,20

as evidenced from the high correlation coefficients. The above results suggest that for
urban aerosols such as those observed at T0 site, NCCN may be calculated assuming
an internal mixture and using bulk composition a few hours after particles are emitted,
or a few tens of kilometers away from the source.

From 18:00 to 24:00 and 00:00 to 04:00, a persistent non-hygroscopic mode from the25

TDMA measurements suggests most HOA and BC particles emitted during evening
traffic hours remain externally mixed throughout the night (Fig. 1c). This persistent
non-hygroscopic mode also suggests that condensation of photochemically produced
species is the dominant pathway for mixing HOA and BC with hygroscopic species. As
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the aerosol mass, and therefore the SNR of the AMS size-distributions, were relatively
low during this period, NCCN are calculated using bulk composition from the AMS (not
shown in Fig. 2). When the aerosol is assumed to be an internal mixture and the
bulk concentration is used (assumption I-B), the calculated NCCN also shows similar
positive bias, although somewhat smaller than that during the morning traffic hours. At5

S=0.35%, using assumption I-B results in an overestimate of NCCN by 44% during the
period from 18:00 to 04:00, compared to 80% from 06:00 to 08:00.

The impact of assumed aerosol mixing state and composition on calculated NCCN
is examined by comparing the ratio of calculated to the measured NCCN, denoted by
r , under different assumptions. The difference between NCCN calculated using various10

assumptions is estimated from (rX −rY )/rY (where subscripts X and Y represent differ-
ent assumptions) for the two periods of 06:00–08:00 and 10:00–16:00; the results are
given in Table 1. Table 1 shows that (rI-S−rEI-S)/rEI-S, which represents the difference
between assumptions of internally and externally mixed HOA and BC, is much greater
for the period of 06:00–08:00 than that during 10:00–16:00, especially at high super-15

saturations. At S=0.35%, (rI-S− rEI-S)/rEI-S is 47% during 06:00–08:00, compared to
10% for the period of 10:00–16:00. Between the two periods, (rI-B− rI-S)/rI-S, rep-
resenting the overestimate due to using the bulk composition for an internal mixture,
generally exhibits slightly higher values during the period of 06:00–08:00. Similarly, the
difference between using size-resolved and bulk compositions for the external mixtures20

(represented by (rE-S−rE-I)/rE-I) is also somewhat greater during 06:00–08:00. These
suggest that during 10:00–16:00, particle composition became more homogeneous
among different sizes, therefore using bulk composition leads to less bias in derived
NCCN. Table 1 also shows that (rEI-S−rE-S)/rE-S, representing the difference between
the assumptions of internally and externally mixed nitrate, sulfate, and O+BBOA, are25

comparable for the two periods, and mostly within 20%. These comparisons suggest
that the large differences in NCCN calculated using various assumptions for the period
of 06:00–08:00 are largely due to different assumptions of the mixing state of non-
hygroscopic HOA and BC, which are further examined in the next section.
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5.2 Impact of mixing state on calculated NCCNand its variation with aerosol ag-
ing

To examine the importance of assumed aerosol mixing state on calculated NCCN and
the variation of the importance with aerosol aging, a sensitivity study is carried out us-
ing aerosols with a variety of size distributions and compositions. The analysis includes5

aerosol size distributions averaged over the period of 08:00–10:00 and 10:00–16:00 at
T0 during MILAGRO weekdays, as well as those of representative aerosol types, in-
cluding typical marine, urban, rural, and remote continental aerosols (Seinfeld and Pan-
dis, 2006). The aerosol size distributions are shown in Fig. 4. For each aerosol type,
particles are assumed to consist of organics (representing non-hygroscopic or weakly10

hygroscopic species) and sulfate (representing highly hygroscopic inorganic salts). The
volume fraction of organics is assumed independent of particle size and varies among
20%, 50%, and 80%, which encompass the typical range of organic volume fraction
in ambient aerosols. The relative difference between NCCN calculated assuming inter-
nal and external mixtures are represented by

(
NCCN,int−NCCN,ext

)
/NCCN,int, which is15

shown as a function of κ of organics (κorg) for the supersaturations of 0.1, 0.15, 0.2.,
0.3, and 0.4% (Fig. 5). Here, NCCN,int and NCCN,ext are CCN concentrations calculated
assuming internal and external mixtures of sulfate and organics, respectively.

As expected,
(
NCCN,int−NCCN,ext

)
/NCCN,int often reaches its highest value at κorg=0,

when the difference between the hygroscopicities of two participating species (i.e., or-20

ganics and sulfate) is the greatest. The relative difference in calculated NCCN generally
decreases with increasing κorg. For each aerosol size distribution and composition, the
relative difference,

(
NCCN,int−NCCN,ext

)
/NCCN,int, strongly depends on the supersatu-

ration. For aerosols observed during 06:00–08:00, and typical urban, continental, and
rural aerosols, the difference is generally lower at lower supersaturations, and is mostly25

less than 20% at S=0.1%. In contrast, for aerosols observed during 10:00–16:00 and
typical marine aerosols, the difference is greater at lower supersaturations in most of
the κorg range.
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The relative difference also increases with increasing volume fraction of organics,
which represents non-hygroscopic or weakly-hygroscopic species in this sensitivity
study. When organics contribute to only 20% of the total aerosol volume, the max-
imum difference (occurs at κorg=∼0) is less than 16% for all cases. The difference
reaches 70% at κorg=0 when the organic volume fraction increases to 80%. The rel-5

ative difference
(
NCCN,int−NCCN,ext

)
/NCCN,int decreases rapidly as the κorg increases,

especially at supersaturations greater than 0.2%. In nearly all cases, the difference
is less than 20% when κorg exceeds 0.1, and less than ∼10% when κorg is greater
than 0.15, suggesting that mixing state plays a minor role if all aerosol species have
κ greater than 0.1. This is because at a given supersaturation, Dpc for species with κ10

greater than 0.10 are often sufficiently close. For example, at 0.3% supersaturation,
the Dpc for sulfate, which has a κ of 0.61 and represents highly hygroscopic species
in ambient aerosols, is about 63 nm, whereas the Dpc for species (e.g. organics) with
κ of 0.1 is about 114 nm. Despite the apparent large difference (i.e., a factor of 6) in
their κ values, the manifestation of the difference in Dpc is rather modest (i.e., less than15

a factor of 2 in Dpc). As sulfate, nitrate, SOA, and BBOA all typically have κ values of
∼0.1 or greater (King et al., 2007; Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007; Vestin et al., 2007;
Andreae and Rosenfeld, 2008; Carrico et al., 2008; Asa-Awuku et al., 2009; King et
al., 2009; Gunthe et al., 2009), the above results suggest that assumed mixing state
strongly impacts calculated NCCN only when POA and BC represent a large fraction20

of the total aerosol volume. This finding is consistent with results from the T0 site
presented earlier, which show large differences among calculated NCCN using different
mixing states during morning traffic hours, when HOA and BC represented 52% of the
total aerosol volume. A much reduced difference among calculated NCCN is found dur-
ing 10:00–16:00, when HOA and BC only represent 23% of the total aerosol volume.25

The assumptions of internal and external mixtures represent great simplifications of
the mixing state of ambient particles. At any given size, ambient particles often have
a wide spectrum of chemical compositions, ranging from consisting mainly of a single
species to complex mixtures with variety of compositions. Observational and modeling
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studies suggest that after some atmospheric processing, most species are to some
degree mixed within particles. This is not in the sense that particles at a give size have
the identical species mass fractions (i.e., internal mixture assumptions used in this
study), but that most particles consist of a variety of hygroscopic and non-hygroscopic
species, with a distribution of mass fractions at each size. The TDMA measurements5

from 10:00–16:00 are consistent with this picture: the unimodal growth factor distribu-
tion is broad and indicates mixed particles with a wide range of compositions. Results
from the above sensitivity analyses suggest that if great majority of particles has an
overall κ value greater than 0.1 (instead of individual species in the above discussion),
NCCN can then be calculated within ∼20% assuming an internal mixture. This corre-10

sponds to less than ∼10% in the uncertainty of derived droplet number concentration
(Sotiropoulou et al., 2006). One of the important pathways to convert particles from
hydrophobic to hydrophilic is through condensation of secondary species, including
sulfate, nitrate, and SOA. Increasing the overall κ of a non-hygroscopic particle from
0 to 0.1 corresponds to a volume fraction of condensed sulfate (or nitrate) of 16%15

(0.61·16%=0.1). For a non-hygroscopic particle with 100 nm diameter, this translates
into a thin sulfate coating of 3 nm thickness. For a coating thickness of 5 nm, the over-
all κ of the particle (with original diameter of 100 nm) is greater than 0.15, and NCCN
can be calculated within ∼10% assuming an internal mixture. During MILAGRO, the
measurements at T0 site suggest that during daytime, the mixing of freshly emitted20

POA and BC particles with other hygroscopic species takes place in a few hours, ow-
ing to the rapid formation and condensation of secondary nitrate and SOA. This rapid
transition was also observed in an earlier microscopy study in Mexico City (Johnson
et al., 2005). By 12:00 p.m., most particles have growth factors greater than 1.16 at
85% RH, which corresponds to an overall κ value of 0.1. This is consistent with the25

earlier results that show that despite the broad range of particle composition (as ev-
idenced by the range in growth factor), NCCN during 10:00–16:00 are calculated with
sufficient accuracy (within ∼20%) assuming internal mixtures. Once the overall κ of
a particle is greater than 0.1, it may readily serve as CCN at atmospheric relevant
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supersaturations. Therefore, the rapid mixing of POA and BC with other hygroscopic
species also suggests a substantially shorter time scale during daytime for converting
hydrophobic species into hydrophilic particles than the 1–2 days used in many global
models (Wilson et al., 2001; Chung and Seinfeld, 2002; Textor et al., 2006), at least for
photochemically active areas. In contrast, the persistent non-hygroscopic mode from5

the TDMA measurements indicate a much longer (estimated at least 8 h) time scale at
night due to the lack of photochemical production of secondary hygroscopic species.
This suggests that the aging timescale should be linked to the production of secondary
hygroscopic species, which, to the first order, may be estimated from the product of the
concentrations of OH and precursors.10

Some earlier studies show somewhat longer photochemical time scales, ∼12 h, for
the aging of BC particles (Moteki et al., 2007; Shiraiwa et al., 2007). Besides the dif-
ferences in concentrations of gas phase precursors and meteorological conditions, the
difference in the derived time scales may largely be due to the different criteria used
to define the aging of BC particles. Using SP2 measurements, Shiraiwa et al. (2007)15

derived the time scale from the increase of the fraction of coated particles with particle
diameter twice its insoluble core (i.e., condensed secondary species represents 87.5%
of the overall particle volume). In contrast, a coating of sulfate or nitrate corresponding
to 16% of overall particle volume may be sufficient for non-hygroscopic particles to be-
come CCN at atmospheric relevant supersaturation, and the aerosol can be treated as20

an internal mixture for the calculation of NCCN. Riemer et al. (2004) defined the conver-
sion of hydrophobic BC to hydrophilic particles as soluble species contributing to 5% of
particle volume, and found the time scale is often less than 2 h during daytime in pol-
luted regions. The non-hygroscopic HOA and BC particles observed during night agree
with earlier modeling studies that show much longer conversion time scales of 10 to25

40 h during night (Riemer et al., 2004). During daytime, the thin coating required to in-
crease the κ of non-hygroscopic particles to 0.1 and the rapid production of secondary
hygroscopic species suggest except when freshly emitted (i.e. within a few hours) POA
and BC represents a large fraction of total aerosol volume, NCCN may be predicted
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using an internal mixture assumption to within 20%, and using bulk composition may
be sufficient as shown by the results from T0 site.

As aerosols age, the production of secondary species, including sulfate, nitrate, and
SOA, reduces the contribution of POA and BC to overall aerosol volume. As a result,
the difference among NCCN calculated assuming different mixing states may be quite5

small for aged aerosols, such as those observed from 10:00 to 16:00 at T0 site during
MILAGRO. This suggests that while physically unrealistic, external mixtures, which are
used in many global models, may also predict NCCN with sufficient accuracy for aged
aerosols, because non-hygroscopic POA and BC are quickly overwhelmed in particle
volume by the condensation of secondary species (e.g. de Volkamer et al., 2006; Gouw10

and Jimenez, 2009; DeCarlo et al., 2010) and often contribute a small fraction of the
total aerosol volume (Sciare et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007;
Aggarwal et al., 2009; Jimenez et al., 2009). This finding is also consistent with the
result from an earlier study (Ervens et al., 2009).

6 Summary15

Strong diurnal variations of aerosol properties were observed at the urban T0 site
on weekdays during MILAGRO. High number concentrations of Aitken mode particles
and elevated mass concentrations of POA and BC observed during morning hours
are attributed to traffic emissions. Measurements from the TDMA indicate that during
06:00–08:00, freshly emitted BC and POA were mostly externally mixed with other hy-20

groscopic species. Starting from ∼07:30 substantial increases in nitrate and O+BBOA
concentrations were observed. In a few hours from 09:00 to 12:00, HOA and BC parti-
cles, initially externally-mixed from the accumulation mode aerosol, were quickly mixed
with secondary nitrate and SOA, and became hygroscopic. CCN concentrations are
derived using measured aerosol size distributions, size-resolved chemical composi-25

tion, and mixing state inferred from TDMA measurements, and agree with concurrent
measurements at five supersaturations ranging from 0.11 to 0.35%.
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Sensitivity analyses using measurements during MILAGRO and representative
aerosol types suggest that mixing state strongly influences the calculated NCCN only
when weak or non-hygroscopic species (i.e., κ<0.1) contribute a substantial fraction
(>∼50%) of the aerosol volume. As SOA and BBOA typically have κ values of ∼0.1
or greater, this suggests that assumed mixing state strongly impacts calculated NCCN5

only when POA and BC represent a large fraction of the total aerosol volume, such
as the aerosols observed during morning traffic hours at the T0 site, when POA and
BC contributed to 52% of the total aerosol volume. A much reduced difference among
NCCN calculated using different mixing states is found during 10:00–16:00, when HOA
and BC only presented 23% of the total aerosol volume.10

The analyses also indicate that, while ambient particles may exhibit a wide spec-
trum of composition at a given size, if great majority of particles has an overall κ value
greater than 0.1, NCCN may be derived within 20% assuming an internal mixture (i.e.,
at any size, particles are mixtures of all participating species and have the identical
composition). This uncertainty corresponds to less than ∼10% in the uncertainty of15

derived droplet number concentration (Sotiropoulou et al., 2006). Increasing the κ
of a non-hygroscopic particle from 0 to 0.1 corresponds to condensed sulfate (or ni-
trate) representing 16% of the overall particle volume. For a non-hygroscopic particle
of 100 nm in diameter, this translates into a 3 nm sulfate coating. The measurements
at T0 site suggest that during daytime, the mixing of POA and BC particles with hy-20

groscopic species and the increase of their κ to 0.1 takes place in a few hours, rep-
resenting a substantially shorter photochemical time scale for converting hydrophobic
particles into hydrophilic ones than the 1–2 days used in many global models (Wil-
son et al., 2001; Chung and Seinfeld, 2002). The results from T0 site also indicate
more homogenous particle composition among different particles size following the25

condensation of secondary species. This rapid process suggests that during daytime,
a few tens of kilometers away from HOA and BC sources, NCCN may be derived (within
∼20%) by assuming an internal mixture and using bulk chemical composition. The mix-
ing time scale is substantially longer during night. Most HOA and BC particles emitted
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during evening traffic hours likely remain non-hygroscopic until efficiently mixed with
photochemically produced hygroscopic species the next morning.

As aerosols age, the production of secondary species such as sulfate, nitrate, and
SOA reduces the contribution of POA and BC to the overall aerosol volume, and
thereby the impact of assumed aerosol mixing state on calculated NCCN. In aged5

aerosols, most species are internally mixed to some degree. One implication of the
above results is that while physically unrealistic, external mixtures, which are used in
many global models, may also accurately predict NCCN for aged aerosols, as the con-
tribution of non-hygroscopic HOA and BC to overall aerosol volume is often small due
to the condensation of secondary species.10
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Table 1. Relative differences between NCCN calculated using various assumptions (estimated
using rX−rY

rY
, where subscripts X and Y represent different assumptions) for the periods of

06:00–08:00 and 10:00–16:00 on weekdays.

S(%) (rI-B-rI-S)/rI-S (%) (rI-S-rEI-S)/rEI-S (%) (rEI-S-rE-S)/rE-S (%) (rE-S-rE-B)/rE-B (%)

06:00– 10:00– 06:00– 10:00– 06:00– 10:00– 06:00– 10:00–
08:00 16:00 08:00 16:00 08:00 16:00 08:00 16:00

0.11 5 11 15 5 12 15 −1 −10
0.17 15 15 25 7 18 13 −12 −11
0.22 18 15 40 10 13 14 −16 −13
0.29 21 17 42 11 26 10 −25 −12
0.35 28 15 47 10 14 14 −22 −13
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Figure 1. Diurnal variations of aerosol properties observed at the T0 site during 2 
weekdays.  (a) Aerosol size distribution measured by SMPS; (b) Mass concentrations of 3 
SO4, NO3, hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA), oxygenated organic aerosol and 4 
biomass burning organic aerosol (O+BBOA), and black carbon (BC); (c) Hygroscopic 5 
growth factor distribution at 85% RH for 100 nm dry particles; (d) Mean and standard 6 
deviation of NCCN  measured at 0.22% supersaturation.  7 

Fig. 1. Diurnal variations of aerosol properties observed at the T0 site during weekdays.
(a) Aerosol size distribution measured by SMPS; (b) Mass concentrations of SO4, NO3,
hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA), oxygenated organic aerosol and biomass burning or-
ganic aerosol (O+BBOA), and black carbon (BC); (c) Hygroscopic growth factor distribution at
85% RH for 100 nm dry particles; (d) Mean and standard deviation of NCCN measured at 0.22%
supersaturation.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of NCCN calculated using five different assumptions and the measurements
at supersaturations of 0.11% (a and b), 0.17% (c and d), 0.22% (e and f), 0.29% (g and h),
and 0.35% (i and j) for periods of 06:00–08:00 (a, c, e, g, and i) and 10:00–16:00 (b, d, f, h,
and j). The slope (left) and the correlation coefficient (r , in the parenthesis) are shown for all
assumptions on each plot.
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Fig. 3. Variation of the ratio of calculated to measured NCCN at supersaturations of (a) 0.11%,
(b) 0.17%, (c) 0.22%, (d) 0.29%, and (e) 0.35% as a function of local time.
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Figure 4.  Size distributions averaged over the periods of 8:00-10:00 and 10:00-16:00 at 3 
the T0 site during MILAGRO weekdays, and size distributions of typical marine, urban, 4 
rural, and remote continental aerosols.  5 

Fig. 4. Size distributions averaged over the periods of 08:00–10:00 and 10:00–16:00 at the
T0 site during MILAGRO weekdays, and size distributions of typical marine, urban, rural, and
remote continental aerosols.
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Fig. 5. Relative differences between NCCN calculated with assumptions of internal and external
mixtures as a function of κorg. The difference is calculated at supersaturations of 0.1, 0.15, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4% for size distributions averaged during 06:00–08:00 (a, g, m) and 10:00–16:00 (b, h,
n) during MILAGRO weekdays, and size distributions of typical marine (c, i, o), urban (d, j, p),
rural (e, k, q), and remote continental (f, l, r) aerosols with organic volume fractions of 20% (a,
b, c, d, e, f), 50% (g, h, i, j, k, l), and 80% (m, n, o, p, q, r).
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